March: Week 1

Physical Activity Calendar

Instructions: The lessons below were created to help you keep your students active during instructional learning. Virtual activities can be used during online
instruction or in large spaces that are well ventilated. We encourage you to have a student lead the physical activity lessons as frequently as possible. Share
how you are utilizing this calendar on social media and tag @HealthMPowers.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Brain Boosters
Shuttle Run: Pick a starting
point and place 2 small
objects 10 yards apart. Sprint
to back and forth to each
object. Then choose a person
to pick the next exercise (i.e
skipping back and forth,
hopping back and forth).
Repeat 4 rounds.

Brain Boosters
Tuesday Tabata: Perform
different exercises for 20
seconds. Every 20 seconds a
new activity is called out
(i.e. high knees, jumping
jacks, jumping, elbow to
knee, squats).

Brain Boosters
Pick a starting point and
jump as far as you can.
Repeat 3 rounds. Track and
see if you get farther each
round.

Brain Boosters
Wall sit: Find a spot on the
wall. Put your back against
the wall and keep your feet
shoulder-width apart. Bend
your knees like you're sitting
on a chair. Hold for 30
seconds then rest for 30
seconds. Repeat 3 rounds.

Brain Boosters
Skate to the Weekend: Hop
to your right, bringing your
left foot behind you with
knees bent & body low.
Then do the same
movement to the left.
Repeat for 30 seconds.

Mindfulness
Prepare for a test: Take a 5minute break and walk
through the halls or outside
before taking a test.

Mindfulness
Crescent Moon Pose: From
Mountain Pose, reach your
arms up high over your head,
bringing your palms
together. Tilt your upper
body to one side. Come back
to the center. Tilt your body
to the other side.

Mindfulness
A Warm vacation: Close your
eyes and picture a calm,
peaceful place. In your mind,
build a picture of how it
looks, smells and feels.

Mindfulness
A Warm Place: Close your
eyes and picture a calm,
peaceful place. In your
mind, build a picture of how
it looks, smells and feels.

Mindfulness
Relax, it' s Friday: Play
relaxing music while
standing and stretching for
3 minutes.

Brain Booster Videos
Winter Break is over so
let's stand up and get the
Mind in Motion! (Level
2.2)

Brain Booster Videos
It is important to EAT,
DRINK, MOVE EVERY DAY so
show off your dance moves!

Brain Booster Videos
Up for the challenge? Try
these Chair Exercises.

Brain Booster Videos
Start the morning off by
completing the Mirror Drill.

Brain Booster Videos
It's time to Git Up and move
those feet!

Log into GoNoodle with the username secondarysector@healthmpowers.org and password Healthy123 to access videos.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. This material was funded by USDA's SNAP and other HelathMPowers partners.

March: Week 2

Physical Activity Calendar

Instructions: The lessons below were created to help you keep your students active during instructional learning. Virtual activities can be used during online
instruction or in large spaces that are well ventilated. We encourage you to have a student lead the physical activity lessons as frequently as possible. Share
how you are utilizing this calendar on social media and tag @HealthMPowers.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Brain Boosters
Countdown: List 5 different
exercises. Perform the
exercises in descending order.
Ex: The leader calls jumping
jacks, lunges, hop, arm circles
and jump. The students do 5
jumping jacks, 4 lunges, 3
hops, 2 arm circles and 1
jump.

Brain Boosters
Push-up Challenge: Try
completing as many pushups as you can for 2 minutes.

Brain Boosters
One-Foot Hops: Lift one knee
and jump on your standing
leg. Switch legs. Repeat 10
times on each leg. This is a
great balance challenge, too!

Brain Boosters
Criss-Cross Feet: Jump
straight up, then cross one
foot in front of the other. On
next jump, switch feet and
continue. Repeat 20 times.

Brain Boosters
Quad Burner: Stand up and
complete 20 jumping
squats. Repeat 3 times
throughout the day.

Mindfulness
Posture Practice: Sit up nice
and tall in your chair. Slowly
stretch one arm up and over.
Repeat on the other side.
Then twist to one side and
look at the back wall.
Repeat on the other side.

Mindfulness
Warrior 1 Pose: Stand in
Mountain Pose. Step one
foot back, slightly angling it
outwards and bend your
front knee. Bring your arms
straight up towards the sky,
and look up.

Mindfulness
Lunge Your Way to Lunch!
Lunge to and from the
cafeteria today.

Mindfulness
The Superman: Stand with
your feet just wider than
your hips. Clench your fists
and reach your arms out to
the sky, stretching your
body as tall as possible.

Mindfulness
Four Leaf Clover Pose:
Stand straight with your
arms by your side. Position
your feet wide apart and turn
your toes slightly outward.
Reach your arms out wide
with your palms fancing
forward. Stretch as high and
wide as you can go!

Brain Booster Videos
Time to get your Mind in
Motion this Monday!
(Level 2.1)

Brain Booster Videos
Sitting too long? Try these
Chair Exercises.

Brain Booster Videos
We have High Hopes for the
New Year!

Brain Booster Videos
If you're a Sucker for
learning, try this exercise!

Brain Booster Videos
Friday Freeze! Let's stand up
and dance for the weekend.

Log into GoNoodle with the username secondarysector@healthmpowers.org and password Healthy123 to access videos.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. This material was funded by USDA's SNAP and other HelathMPowers partners.

March: Week 3

Physical Activity Calendar

Instructions: The lessons below were created to help you keep your students active during instructional learning. Virtual activities can be used during online
instruction or in large spaces that are well ventilated. We encourage you to have a student lead the physical activity lessons as frequently as possible. Share
how you are utilizing this calendar on social media and tag @HealthMPowers.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Brain Boosters
Monday Mountain: Start in a
plank position and alternate
driving your knees into your
chest. Keep your hips flat and
parallel to the ground. Rest
for 30 seconds and repeat 3
rounds.

Brain Boosters
Touch-the-Floor Tuesday:
Complete 10 burpees. Rest
for 60 seconds. Repeat 3
rounds.

Brain Boosters
Hurdle Hops: Jump side-toside or front-to-back over a
pretend hurdle. Complete 3
rounds for 30 seconds each.

Brain Boosters
Sprint past Thursday: Pick a
spot outside in the distance
and see how fast you and
your classmates can run to it.
The winner gets to pick an
exercise for 30 seconds.

Brain Boosters
Leg Challenge: Hold a squat
position for 60 seconds.
Then do 10 lunges. Repeat 3
rounds.

Mindfulness
Green Scavenger Hunt: Name
one animal that is green.
Name a fruit that is green.
Find something on the wall
that is green. Name a
vegetable that is green. Once
every item is chosen, do a
tall stretch and reach for the
sky for 10 seconds.

Mindfulness
Forward Bend: Bend forward
at your waist and reach
towards the floor. Hold for
20 seconds then slowly
stand up. Repeat 5 rounds.
This movement helps stretch
your hamstrings, calves and
hips.

Mindfulness
Crescent Moon Pose: From
Mountain Pose, reach your
arms up high over your head,
bringing your palms
together. Tilt your upper
body to one side. Come back
to the center. Tilt your body
to the other side.

Mindfulness
Water break: Take a break
and walk to the water
fountain in between class
changes. Make sure you are
drinking water and less
sugary beverages every day.

Mindfulness
Rainbow Pose: Begin this
pose in Warrior II. Lower
your back arm towards your
back leg and rest it there
comfortably with your palm
aligned on your calf and your
fingers pointed towards the
ground. Arch your other arm
towards the sky and past
your head to make the
rainbow!

Brain Booster Videos
Time to get your Mind in
Motion this Monday!
(Level 2.1)

Brain Booster Videos
Sitting too long? Try these
Chair Exercises.

Brain Booster Videos
We have High Hopes for the
spring!

Brain Booster Videos
If you're a sucker for
learning, try this exercise!

Brain Booster Videos
Friday Freeze! Let's stand up
and dance for the weekend.

Log into GoNoodle with the username secondarysector@healthmpowers.org and password Healthy123 to access videos.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. This material was funded by USDA's SNAP and other HelathMPowers partners.

March: Week 4

Physical Activity Calendar

Instructions: The lessons below were created to help you keep your students active during instructional learning. Virtual activities can be used during online
instruction or in large spaces that are well ventilated. We encourage you to have a student lead the physical activity lessons as frequently as possible. Share
how you are utilizing this calendar on social media and tag @HealthMPowers.

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Brain Boosters
Be a Leader: List 5 different
exercises. Perform the
exercises in descending
order. Ex: The leader calls
jumping jacks, lunges, hop,
arm circles and jump. The
students do 5 jumping jacks,
4 lunges, 3 hops, 2 arm
circles and 1 jump.

Brain Boosters
Elbow to knee: Bring your
knee to your opposite elbow
and switch. For a challenge,
add a hop when switching
sides. Repeat 10 on each leg.

Brain Boosters
Strength Day: Complete the
following with controlled
movement:
10 arm circles
10 Forward punches
10 Bicep curls
Repeat 5 rounds.

Brain Boosters
Lateral lunge: Complete 10
side lunges on one leg.
Repeat on the other leg.

Brain Boosters
Freeze Dance Friday: Play
music and when the music
starts, everyone dances.
When the music stops,
everyone must freeze in
their position. Anyone
caught moving after, will
stand to the side and do
standing crunches. Play until
one person is left dancing,
the winner.

Mindfulness
Morning balance: Stand on
your right leg and lift your
left knee at a 90-degree
angle. Touch your toe
without falling. Repeat 5
times then switch sides.

Mindfulness
Chair Pose: Stand tall in
Mountain Pose with your feet
hip-width apart. Bend your
knees and bring your arms
straight up in front of you.

Mindfulness
Tree Pose: Stand behind your
desks and pose like a tree
(big, tall and strong!) Hold
for 30 seconds.

Mindfulness
Switch off: Turn off the lights
and screens. Clear your mind
for 3 minutes. Practice
breathing and relaxing.

Mindfulness
Practice LOVE: Prepare for
your next class by visualizing
happiness. Take 3 minutes
and list characteristics you
love about yourself in your
mind.

Brain Booster Videos
Time to get your Mind in
Motion this Monday!
(Level 2.1)

Brain Booster Videos
Sitting too long? Try these
Chair Exercises.

Brain Booster Videos
We have High Hopes for the
New Year!

Brain Booster Videos
If you're a Sucker for
learning, try this exercise!

Brain Booster Videos
Friday Freeze! Let's stand up
and dance for the weekend.

Log into GoNoodle with the username secondarysector@healthmpowers.org and password Healthy123 to access videos.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. This material was funded by USDA's SNAP and other HelathMPowers partners.

